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SWISSÔTEL NANKAI OSAKA INTRODUCES THE ULTIMATE
JAPANESE SPA EXPERIENCE, WITH THE OPENING OF E’H2O SPA.

Swissôtel Nankai Osaka
+81-6-6646-1111
Junko.Kimura@swissotel.com

Osaka, April 3, 2018 - Swissôtel Nankai Osaka is proud to announce an opening of a brand new spa
facility e'H2O SPA on 4th April, 2018. For a truly authentic Japanese experience, the Hotel’s
previous Japanese private fine dining rooms and a chashitu tea room were completely refurbished
and converted into the Spa facility.
The treatment menu is a combination of Japanese inspired treatments and an exclusive range of
face, body and head treatments using e’H2O’s original organic skincare brand “Nature Motic” and
“HAS”, Japan’s renowned medical skincare brand. The Spa's streamlined treatment menu is designed
to welcome all to experience the calm, soothing energy of zen spirit.
The treatment rooms are adorned with beautiful tatami floors and ornate yukimi shoji, along
with tokonoma alcove with a hanging scroll featuring traditional Japanese artwork. To incorporate
the sense of nature, some of the rooms feature the view of tsuboniwa courtyard garden and sekitei
rock garden, while a chashitsu tea room converted into a treatment room features all the details of
traditional tea ceremony room such as nijiriguchi door and mizuya-nagashi, creating the space filled
with a sense of calm, peace, and serenity.
“We are excited to present our new unique spa spaces filled with a wide range of traditional
Japanese elements,” said Bernd Schneider, General Manager, Swissôtel Nankai Osaka. “Guests will
be treated to the most authentic Japanese spa experience, while being pampered in a zen
atmosphere. With over 80 percent of our guests visiting from overseas, providing the truly authentic
Japanese relaxation experience will create lasting memories.”

Special Offer
In celebrating e‘H2O SPA opening, the Hotel offers a complimentary one-day pass to the Hotel’s
Pürovel Spa & Sport, which includes free access to a fully-equipped gym, sauna, indoor pool and
Jacuzzi, to those who book a treatment at e’H2O SPA by 30th April, 2018.
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e’H2O SPA (11th floor, Swissôtel Nankai Osaka)
Hours of Operation: 10:30-20:30
Closed: First Tuesday of the month
URL： https://highclass.h2o-e.co.jp/salon/eh2o/
Reservations or Inquiries: +81-6-6643-7780

Treatment Menu
The “Omotenashi”
Encompassing the feeling of omotenashi, the Japanese art of hospitality, this treatment offers matcha
and detox tea before and after the treatment. 100 min 29,000JPY
Body (70 min) from 19,800 JPY
Facial (70 min) from 14,400 JPY
Head (50 min) from 9,000 JPY
*the price excludes tax.
*all the treatments include with a complimentary access to sauna and bath facilities.
About Swissôtel Nankai Osaka
Swissôtel Nankai Osaka is part of the Swissôtel Hotels & Resorts group.
Nestled in the heart of “Minami”, Osaka’s most stimulating centre for business, culture, shopping,
food, fashion, and entertainment, Swissôtel Nankai Osaka provides unmatched convenience and
urban getaway for travellers. It is the only hotel that offers direct railway access from Kansai
International Airport. The hotel is situated right above Namba station, a major transportation hub in
Osaka city, offering an easy access to various popular tourist destinations, including historic city of
Kyoto, UNESCO World Heritage gems of Nara and cosmopolitan port city of Kobe. Hotel provides
a wide range of amenities, seven restaurants & bar and Fitness & Spa, and has been featured
in/received awards for Trip Advisor Certificate of Excellence, World Luxury Hotel Award, World
Travel Awards, and Wine Spectator. For more information or reservations, please call +81-6-66461111, visit http://www.swissotel.com/hotels/nankai-osaka/ or contact your local travel professional.
About Swissôtel
One of the best-known Swiss brands in the world, Swissôtel Hotels & Resorts offers contemporary
hotels infused with the freshness and vitality of alpine energy, rooted in the tradition of Swiss
hospitality. Respected for its intelligent design, quality craftsmanship and mindful approach to
sustainability, Swissôtel gives its guests peace of mind to explore the world, discover life’s true
rewards and embrace opportunities to ‘live it well’. The Swissôtel brand was founded in 1980 and
today numbers more than 30 hotels globally including flagship properties such as Swissôtel The
Bosphorus in Istanbul, Swissôtel The Stamford in Singapore and Swissôtel Krasnye Holmy in
Moscow. Swissôtel is part of AccorHotels, a world-leading travel and lifestyle group which invites
travellers to feel welcome at more than 4,300 hotels, resorts and residences, along with some
10,000 of the finest private homes around the globe.
swissotel.com | accorhotels.com

